
# 2876, INCREDIBLE MODERN 6-BD VILLA IN
PUNTA CANA ON PRIVATE ISLAND IN CAP
CANA MARINA! 

  Single Family Detached.   $
5,900,000  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Beautiful 6 Bedroom Villa | Prime Location on Private Island in Cap Cana Marina!
Welcome to the beautiful Villa at Isla Grande on Cap Cana's famous Marina, the pinnacle of luxury
living in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic. Immerse yourself in a fresh interpretation of a tropical
home where nature coexists peacefully with the captivating Caribbean Sea while embracing
contemporary comforts. This spectacular home offers breath-taking views of the Marina and the
turquoise Caribbean Sea from its two roomy constructed levels. With its exclusive private entrance
to the Marina and beautiful surroundings, the property offers unmatched status and convenience.
Enjoy the large pool and the welcoming open terrace with a Jacuzzi that are positioned beautifully
above the ground level while you indulge in a life of sheer grandeur. In an effort to embrace
sustainability, a network of solar panels have been cleverly integrated into the flat roof of the house
to ensure energy efficiency and environmental awareness. The house occupies a sizable 28,320
square foot plot and boasts an outstanding 16,145 square foot covered area in addition to 11,475
square feet of indoor space that is air conditioned. Enjoy the splendor and refinement that a
property of this quality can provide. You may enjoy the greatest features and amenities as a
prospective luxury investor, making every minute at the Villa at Isla Grande an amazing
experience. This home is certainly a rare treasure that redefines what luxury living means, from the
stunning architecture that melds harmoniously with its surroundings to the private Marina access.
Don't pass up the opportunity to purchase this stunning masterpiece, which combines the appeal of
the Caribbean paradise with modern life with ease. Accept the chance to make priceless memories
and reserve your spot in this unique tropical hideaway. To learn more about the countless
opportunities Villa Isla Grande offers, get in touch with us right now.

Name Jazzibel Munoz
Phone (732) 351-6757

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  6
Bath :  6

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  194
Lot Size :  29062

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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